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About This Software
VertoStudio VR is a fully-capable 3D modeling studio designed to run entirely in VR! No mirroring or external software is
required of any kind. You can use it to import FBX, OBJ, DAE (and more) directly in front of you, then configure every aspect
of the visual display of these scenes directly down to the individual polygons. It also supports a full-scale desktop 3D modeling
mode that can run at the same time as the VR mode!
Whether you are mocking up a quick VR workflow, or designing production VR environments, this tool eliminates all of the
pipeline complexity involved with getting 3D assets and content into VR quickly. Using Verto Studio, there is no more
guesswork in designing for VR. By including a traditional desktop-based 3D modeling mode, artists can move into VR at their
own pace, and leverage the benefits of both modes as they navigate their way into this new technology.
Verto Studio VR Features
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Create 3D scenes from scratch without the need for external computers or software.
Prefabs: Plane, Cube, Sphere, Torus, Cylinder, Sketch (draw in 3D), Terrain height map (image based), Text (supports
custom ttf fonts)
Object edit mode: Rotate, Translate, Scale, Select entire objects and manipulate their transforms.
Includes real-world unit system for editing absolute position and scale of objects in meters.
Snap to grid, snap to vertex, snap to edge, snap to face
Low-Poly CSG (Union, Intersect, Subtract, Chisel)
Live polycount reduction (quadratic mesh simplification),
UV texcoord editing
Subdivide
Mesh smooth
Vertex weld
Grabbing objects & polygonal selections via grip buttons.
Teleport and Fly locomotion support
VR Skyboxes environments: Includes Blue sky, gray sky, light grey environments (or can be disabled).
Immersive VR (IVR) scale setting via simple control to easily dial in scale of entire scene.
Left-handed controller mode.
Multiple editable lights
Material editing: Phong, Reflective/refractive environment mapping, Bump mapping, Toon shading
Runs custom GLSL shaders created in other versions of the app
File importing: FBX, DAE, OBJ, and more
File Exporting: OBJ and vsxproj (Verto Studio)
Concurrent editing features (drop into desktop editor while in VR at the same time).
Export Verto Studio scenes to cloud drive.
Full-featured Desktop Mode allowing editing concurrent with VR viewer (two-user mode).
VR Voice Commands on Windows 10 "Edit", "Select All", "Delete", etc.
HoloPlay mirroring support for Looking Glass Displays
Complete file compatibility with the HoloLens, iOS, and Mac versions of Verto Studio 3D
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and more!
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Title: Verto Studio VR
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Game Development
Developer:
Verto Studio LLC
Publisher:
Verto Studio LLC
Release Date: 20 Jul, 2017
a09c17d780
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7 SP1 x64 or Newer
Processor: Intel Core i5-4590 equivalent or greater
Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: GeForce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon RX 480
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You call this a racing game, but I know an endless runner when I see one. Dull and derivative. Chipzel, though.. DONT BE
FOOLED ....I only gave it a thumbs up because i bought it on sale a long time ago and other reasons.
1. Unique artstyle and cool music
2. I didnt pay full price
3. I did enjoy myself sometimes
BUT
the game can and most definetly will often be very, very, very frustrating. Mainly not because it is difficult but because the
game doesnt implement optimal mechanics for attacking ( timing which direction to hit) or platforming. Also i feel like the
game tries to be over the top challenging in its platforming section making it feel like im playing flappy bird with extra steps..
Game started me off in an impossible position, with no move i can make.
I've played LOGistICAL OG game - liked it. Wanted the UK version, completed the Isle Of Mann tutorial and now I can't do
anything. What am I supposed to do with this game now. AFTERGRINDER comes Tinder or buttsex
Drops mic
10 from 10 for dad's joke. This game probably won't entertain anyone that doesn't have nostalgia for it, and those like myself
who do will resent the new pathetic and useless controls. The game also lacks any sense of appropriate resolution control and
resembles the poorest of poor, half♥♥♥♥♥attempt of a port. Do not buy.. My video review:
https://youtu.be/DAO-7pQqLRI
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errrmmmm.... I think watching cheese mature would be a better way of spending my time. Caused temperature alert on startup,
no real help, no real fun. This is a personal opion and may not neccessarily be your own eperiance of this game. Give it a try if
in Steam sales, but you need to like the "work it out yourself" genre.
. Waste of money. Not needed.. The soundtrack is awesome, no matter. But why do you sell only 1\/3 of the whole soundtrack!?
I regret the hasteful buy without checking the description. For me a soundtrack includes all songs, not a selection.
Rather download the songs from youtube if you want the complete OST...
EDIT: The songs are now completely available with this DLC. Thanks for updating it. Now it's really worth the buy ;). Got this
game and all the DLC for free.
I must say it has a good gameplay, although I don't like this kinds of games.
. Nice room, but... that's all. No movement nor interactions on HTC Vive.
. good game and fun xD my advice download this game !!!xD. My favorite! This is the Best DLC!
v1.0a Update:
We have updated Congo to v1.0a. We have done a lot of bug fixes, optimisation and improvements to AI and gameplay,
including fixing the water from sometimes blocking bullets, to fixing some bugs that were being experienced when trying to
unlock achievements.
Also, we have 50% off this week! Perfect time to grab some mates, some drinks and get lost in the jungle!. Important: How to
solve crash after splashscreen:
There is a known bug that we are actively working on solving, mainly affecting players on Windows Mixed Reality but also
some players using TPCast, where the game crashes immediately after the splash screen. This is caused by a third party library
used when synchronizing audio with mouth movements for the Reaperman.
To solve:
Open the folder C:\Users\<your username>\AppData\LocalLow\Odd Raven Studios\Carly and the Reaperman and find the file
settings.ini. Open it up in notepad and find the line saying
audioToMouth=1. The Treasure Map Update is live!:

Dear all,
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As we announced last week, Fear the Wolves expands today with the release of the massive Treasure Map Update. We’re
really happy to share with you the change log for this update which includes multiple new features, including a new weapon and
enhancements to existing systems.
Added in this patch are a number of new looting rules and mechanisms to keep players discovering new elements of the map.
Secret Stashes are now hidden throughout the ruins, containing high-tier loot that will give you an advantage over other
scavengers, unlockable only with a treasure map findable in the wilderness.
Some buildings are also now boarded up, requiring the fire axe to break down the door and gather the goods inside. Waiting
inside may be the new DMR SOK-94 sniper rifle, optimal at medium to long range.

Upgrades have also been applied to many of the game’s premier features. A full pass has been made on wolf behaviour and
balancing, making them far more dangerous to players and a true PvE challenge.
Singular wolves will now attempt to sneak up on players, and packs are much more aggressive at protecting their territory and
chasing down fleeing players, with more health and enhanced attack patterns. This joins tweaks to weapon balance, shooting
feeling, and the addition of rooftop helicopter extractions to make Fear the Wolves better than ever before.
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These changes join a host of quality of life tweaks, bug fixes, and minor additions - such as new end and tutorial screens, an
improved drop experience, and additional sounds - to answer player demands and improve the game for everyone.
The NVIDIA Highlight system has also been integrated, allowing for automatic recording of big plays and huge kills for
easy sharing on various platforms.

As always, please feel free to contact us if you have any feedback or technical issues that you want to alert us to. You can find
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the details of this patch below.

Features. 0.40.0 - Market Fluctuations:
Version 0.40.0 further expands Enceladus Prime station, but also improves few aspects of the demo. Changelog:

Upgraded game engine to latest version.
There is now a fully functional Mineral Market at Enceladus Prime station. You can buy and sell various minerals.
Added basic market simulation - prices of minerals change over time.
Polished appearance of certain anomalies.
Adjusted lighting settings (again).
. May Dance:
The bees are busy, and you can profit! From now until May 29 at 11:59 am CEST, you can produce wildflowers, honey and
apple juice twice as fast!
Have fun playing!. Stronghold Next Update:
13 Things You Need To Know. NeoBalls2 was released:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/786560/NeoBalls2/. Boring Man v1.2.0.2 is now available:
- Fixed some more crashes
- Fixed boomerangs not disappearing properly
- Fixed game over message in Survival
- Max health from the “Wine” vice now maxes out at 500
- Fixed gas clouds poisoning team mates with FF off
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